APPENDIX II

UI INFORMATION ONLINE
(https://oui.doleta.gov/unemploy/)

Federal

On the left column of the page, click on “UI Legislation” and scroll down to the categories below:

- Under “Overview”, click on “Unemployment Compensation: Federal-State Partnership”
  Brief explanation of the UI program; updated annually
- Under “Overview”, click on “Chronology of Federal Unemployment Compensation Laws”
  Digests of UI law since the program was established in 1935
- Under “Federal Guidance”, click on “UIPLs and other Advisories”
  Directives and Advisories interpreting federal law, sorted by type of directive/advisory and federal fiscal year; new documents issued periodically

State

On the left column of the page, click on “UI Legislation”, scroll down to “State Law Information” for the links below:

- Click on “Comparison of State UI Laws”
  Detailed information on state UI law; updated annually
- Click on “Significant Provisions of State UI Laws”
  Key elements of state UI programs; updated semiannually

UI Data

On the left column of the page, click on “UI Data” and select the links below:

- Click on “Weekly Claims Report”
  UI claims data at the national and state levels; issued weekly
- Click on “Benefits and Claims,” then click on “Quarterly Data Summary”
  Overview of the status of the UI program at the national and state levels; updated quarterly
- Click on “Program Projections” then click on “UI Outlook”
  Projections of revenues and outlays; updated semiannually
- Under the heading “Direct Data Access” click on “Chartbook”
  Assorted UI-related charts illustrating national and state-by-state data series; updated periodically

Information concerning the creation of the Unemployment Insurance program in the 1930s is available at https://www.ssa.gov/history.